
ASCENDTALKS:
STANDING IN SOLIDARITY

Humanitarian Crises Happening Right Now
And What We Can Do to Help As Students

 
“We ourselves feel that what we are doing is just a

drop in the ocean. But the ocean would be less
because of that missing drop.” Mother Teresa

1. Examine credentials of the author and publisher. Be sure that they
actually have the background to be reporting on certain issues.

2. Look for biases- Even reputable sources can be biased in the way
they report. Try to avoid sources that have a bias against or for a
certain group or opinion.
 
3. Look out for timeliness- Current issues are constantly evolving, and
sources can be outdated with information that might not be true at
the moment. 
 
4. Web domains can be helpful- Websites ending in .org, .edu, .gov are
usually reliable. However, they can also come with biases, and don't
ensure credibility, so be sure to do an extra check. 
 
5. When evaluating a website try to examine the look and feel of it.
Advertisements and broken links can be a red flag when it comes to
finding credible sources. 

A Guide to Seeking Out Credible Sources 
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Learning about global issues is a way to connect with people around
the world, but it's crucial to bridge the gap between intention and
action. Informing ourselves is the first step, and allows us to truly
understand the affected people and their situation. Donating and
participating in protests can spark a real impact, no matter how small
the action itself might seem. 

It is evident that injustice exists in our world and many of us have
experienced it in some form. The confrontation must begin within the
individual where we must strive to educate ourselves, truly
understand the issue at hand and seek out ways to end the injustice.

Recently, the term allyship has been used around social media but
what is its true meaning when it comes to engaging in activism? The
key idea is using your power and privilege for good and finding ways
to advocate/support marginalized communities that you are a part of
and those that you are not a part of ; whether that be publicly or
privately.

“Change will not come if we wait for some other person, or if we wait
for some other time. We are the ones we’ve been waiting for. We are
the change that we seek.” Barack Obama

 Why We Should Educate Ourselves at All

This newsletter was put together by AscendTalks Executives: Amaan Malik, Ishan
Patel,  Prapti Bamaniya and Ateeb Khan. 

 



The Israeli government is continuously enforcing severe discriminatory restrictions and
limitations on Palestinian human rights.

This limits access to educational, economic, medical care, along with clean water, and
electricity for nearly 2 million Palestinians according to the 2020 World Report by the
Human Rights Watch.

Israeli forces continue to fire live ammunition in Gaza to those who posed no threat to the
Israelis while the state of Israel is an illegal occupation of Palestine, as reported by BBC. 
There are two avenues to which violence is being reported in Western Media:

There is the traditional way of boiling the systemic injustices down to rising tensions and
stating every ounce of resistance as "violent clashes" on both sides making people believe
the reason why they are at war is due to conflicting religious ideologies.
The alternate way would be to put every headline in context and understanding that the
rockets that were fired back were in the wake of a series of outrageous and criminal Israeli
provocations in occupied East Jerusalem. The attacking of the Al-Aqsa Mosque compound
injured hundreds of worshippers while thousands of Palestinian were being evicted from
their homes in the neighbourhood of Sheikh Jarrah, forcibly displacing generations of
families and traumatizing the youth.

What is happening?

The Ongoing Ethnic Cleansing and 
Genocide in Palestine

What Can we Do to Help?

I Saw Ramallah is a powerful account of an exiled poet’s return back to the
West Bank. It strays away from the political aspect of the Palestinian
predicament and focuses on the human and emotional side, the side which
is dismissed in Western Media. Going back to his home after 30 years which
is now occupied by Israeli settlers, the author is struggling to remember the
place he used to run around peacefully as a child. The author mentions in
one chapter how he crosses a bridge guarded by an Israeli soldier, the
weapon the soldier was holding reflected the history of his people "His gun
took from us the land of the poem and left us with the poem of the land. In
his hand he holds earth, and in our hands, we hold a mirage." This book
sheds a great deal of light on the conditions of the Palestinian people and is
essential to any basic understanding of today’s Middle East.

Innocent lives are being lost in the
crossfire between Israeli and Palestinian
forces.
Many Palestinians are being displaced
from their homes as a result of mass
destruction caused by bombings.
Hospitals, businesses and schools are
being destroyed by hundreds of bombs
being fired throughout the weeks.
Affecting people worldwide through
protesters rallying for an important
cause in several cities.

Who is it affecting and how?

https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2020/country-chapters/israel/palestine
https://www.bbc.com/news/newsbeat-44124396


Deficiency of oxygen and ventilators for patients in the ICUs as cases surge past 400,000,
breaking the highest single-day record globally according to The World Health Organization.
Facing extreme shortages of beds, antiviral drugs and COVID tests.
Nepal relies heavily on India’s aid and vaccine production and since India has been battling a
COVID-19 crisis of their own, Nepal’s healthcare infrastructure is simply not equipped to deal
with the humanitarian crisis they currently are facing.
Nepal has 1,555 ICU beds, 453 ventilators, 1,555 high-dependency units for over 30 million
people as reported by Al Jazeera.

The COVID-19 pandemic in India and Nepal directly affects the citizens of India.
Their healthcare system is now fragile with hospitals and clinics being overwhelmed with ill
patients. With limited beds and oxygen in hospitals, doctors are being forced to pick and
choose who gets a bed and who doesn’t, according to Forbes. 
According to the Indian Bureau of Immigration currently, 21 countries have an international
travel ban against India, such as the USA, Canada, Australia, and Bangladesh.
According to The New York Times, India has around 303, 000 deaths, 2.6 million active cases,
daily deaths currently at around 4000 a day, and around 250, 000 daily cases of COVID-19.

What is happening?

Who is it affecting and how?

What we can do to help?

Provide donations to organizations looking to aid in areas of need such as PPE, oxygen,
meals, and medications
Sign petitions to spread awareness
Donation sites:

CNN resource lists including reliable charities for donation 
UNICEF Canada 
Red Cross 
Nepal Rising

Petition forums
Increase support for COVID-19 in the UK Parliament 
Endorse a greater action from India’s Covid Response
Get more COVID Vaccines to Nepal 
Provide emergency support to treat COVID-19 patients in Nepal. 

 

Interested in becoming a writer for AscendTalks, an opportunity to have your work
published on our website and newsletter.  

 
Visit this l ink to sign up now!

https://ascendtalks.typeform.com/to/Alx0ddwW
 

The COVID-19 Crisis in India and Nepal

https://covid19.who.int/region/searo/country/in
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/5/21/nepal-struggles-to-cope-with-surging-covid-crisis
https://www.forbes.com/sites/joshuacohen/2021/04/22/india-is-experiencing-a-devastating-wave-of-covid-19-impact-to-reverberate-around-the-world/?sh=4d40a68029dd
https://boi.gov.in/content/advisory-travel-and-visa-restrictions-related-covid-19-1
https://boi.gov.in/content/advisory-travel-and-visa-restrictions-related-covid-19-1
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/world/asia/india-coronavirus-cases.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/27/world/iyw-combat-india-coronavirus-crisis/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/04/27/world/iyw-combat-india-coronavirus-crisis/index.html
https://secure.unicef.ca/page/81500/donate/1?ea.tracking.id=21DIEM07GSE&utm_source=Google&utm_medium=CPC&utm_campaign=India_Emergency&gclid=CjwKCAjwtJ2FBhAuEiwAIKu19m98PObFaghYgE6CRIdgs9FT9VSo5E38BdUf4P3r1sf6KEGvJ38VSBoCO8IQAvD_BwE
https://secure.unicef.ca/page/81500/donate/1?ea.tracking.id=21DIEM07GSE&utm_source=Google&utm_medium=CPC&utm_campaign=India_Emergency&gclid=CjwKCAjwtJ2FBhAuEiwAIKu19m98PObFaghYgE6CRIdgs9FT9VSo5E38BdUf4P3r1sf6KEGvJ38VSBoCO8IQAvD_BwE
https://donate.redcross.ca/page/81267/donate/1?locale=en-CA&gclid=CjwKCAjwtJ2FBhAuEiwAIKu19v1TAOUVI3q74nEIZPNWVmiDh1JM7nQ3J-lxyxRfsDavrySAv6LOhRoC_h0QAvD_BwE
https://donate.redcross.ca/page/81267/donate/1?locale=en-CA&gclid=CjwKCAjwtJ2FBhAuEiwAIKu19v1TAOUVI3q74nEIZPNWVmiDh1JM7nQ3J-lxyxRfsDavrySAv6LOhRoC_h0QAvD_BwE
https://nepalrising.org/donate-partner/covid-wave2
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/584152
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/584152
https://www.change.org/p/prime-minister-of-india-endorse-stment-on-covid-19-india-s-response-issued-by-coalition-for-envtl-justice-india
https://www.change.org/p/ambassador-randy-berry-get-covid-vaccines-to-nepal-asap-and-prevent-a-humanitarian-disaster
https://www.change.org/p/ambassador-randy-berry-get-covid-vaccines-to-nepal-asap-and-prevent-a-humanitarian-disaster
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/585395
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/585395
https://ascendtalks.typeform.com/to/Alx0ddwW

